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00:06
I'm us Poet Laureate, Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:19
When I was growing up, my mother could ease my feelings of sadness, self pity, or despair by
saying this, you're not the first person this has happened to, and you definitely won't be the last.
It's a simple statement. But I can't quite explain how life saving at sometimes felt when say, my
young heart had been wounded by a boy who didn't like me back. Or when I'd been positively
mortified by some perfectly ordinary aspect of adolescent development. Maybe those were the
times when I felt most alone, most freakish and out of place in the world. And so that consolation,
you're not the first person it's happened to, and you won't be the last gently welcomed me back
into the human family. Why? Of all the many things my mother ever told me? Are those some of
the words with the greatest staying power? Well, they give it to you straight for one thing. They
don't seek to distract you from the fact that, yes, there will be people you'll love, who tries you
might to convince them won't ever feel the same about you. That's a natural part of life. And yes,
it's truly mortifying, when your very own body up and betrays you, but these things do sometimes
happen, just like they have always happened. sidestepping or denying the truth isn't always the
optimal medicine.

01:57
Maybe that's why a little dose of straight talk
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can be so healing. We work so hard to attain perfection, even if perfection is just an illusion,

02:07
a flattering filter

02:09
in a photograph. But that's never the whole story. There are questions, failings, strange shadowy
fears in every life. If you don't believe me, try typing the phrase, why am i into your favorite search
engine? What pops up, courtesy of autofill will give you a glimpse of what people the world over
are hiding from everyone but the gods of the internet. Today's poem is kettling by Massachusetts
based poet January Gil O'Neil. reading it, I feel the return of a familiar relief. The poem speaker
sits behind the wheel of a car. Through her eyes, we see the bright sunlit road, the passing
landscape, a handful of vultures circling overhead. All of this is beautiful, and vividly rot. But what
speaks loudest line by line is not the sense of the external world, but rather a view of the speaker's
own emotional landscape. It's there that I find reassurance. It's like catching a quick glimpse of
myself in a stranger. And it helps to make me feel like less of a stranger to myself cuddling by
January Gill O'Neill, the low winter sun made driving difficult to look down the black asphalt
blurred my eyes. So for a few moments I looked away, studying the rock ridges and cliffs carved
out of cragged Earth, the marshy fields of fragments their silken heads, standing sword like in the
steady wind, above, a kettle of vultures sword on the thermals, shadows flying in upright spirals.
You can't understand in that moment, how I yearned to be free, free of the body and all its fog,
untouchable, under the whisper of heaven, rising and falling under my own power occurrent
running in me, and through me, a whim of wind, a miracle. I followed the span of wings, until I had
seen enough until the long vine of highway called me back to this world said, keep going. The slow
down is a production of American Public Media, in partnership with the Library of Congress and
the Poetry Foundation.
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